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Abstract:Location-based services provide opportunities to organizations for tracking and utilizing their resources. More-

over, some corporations prefer to outsource their database management services. In the literature, privacy preservation

techniques in outsourced spatial databases for several query types, such as nearest neighbor, K-nearest neighbor, and

proximity search, have been examined. In this paper, we present an efficient application of the capacity and coverage-

constrained assignment query on outsourced spatial databases. In the proposed technique, we introduce a novel spatial

transformation strategy (square spiral encoding) to achieve privacy efficiently for approximate assignment query results.

To process the assignment query, we use the parallel auction algorithm. We implemented and tested the assignment

query with the proposed technique for correctness and efficiency.
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1. Introduction

There are various location-based services for corporations. Outsourcing database services are becoming in-

creasingly popular [1–3]. In outsourcing database services, privacy preservation is an important issue. In the

literature, there exist various location privacy-preserving techniques based on anonymization, transformation,

encryption, and private information retrieval (PIR). Anonymization techniques [4–6] depend on a trusted third

party. Traditional encryption-based techniques [7–9] suffer from high computation and communication costs for

spatial query processing. Finally, PIR-based techniques [10,11] suffer from high computational complexity and

communication costs.

In this paper, our main contribution is a novel and efficient privacy-aware technique that does not need

a trusted third party. We name the technique ‘square spiral encoding’. The square spiral technique transforms

the data before sending them to the outsourced database. This technique enables the service provider to change

the amount of location privacy and the accuracy of the result by changing a parameter of the transformation

key. Next, the transformed values are sent to the outsourced database. Since the outsourced database server

is not aware of the real locations or the transformation keys, the data privacy is preserved. The outsourced

database server processes the queries blindly over the transformed data.

The private information retrieval techniques proposed for the nearest neighbor (NN) [11] and K-nearest

neighbor (KNN) [10] methods cannot be readily applied to assignment queries. A recent work [12] proposed

using both Moore curves and asymmetric cryptography for KNN queries. This technique also suffers from

high communication and computation costs and is, again, only suitable for KNN queries. Assignment query

processing requires global data, since a small local change could change the result entirely.
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In this paper, we apply our proposed technique to the capacity and coverage-constrained assignment

query on spatial databases. In our application, we use a corporate location-based service that assigns corporate

parking lots at different locations to corporate vehicles by considering all parking requests and all the available

spaces in the parking lots. This service applies the capacity-constrained assignment to reduce the overall costs

(distance traveled by vehicles, total amount of gasoline used, etc.). Since it may not be economical to assign a

parking lot to a vehicle that is far away, the system also considers the maximum coverage distance for a parking

lot.

In the next section, we present the relevant literature. In Section 3, we explain our implementation of

the assignment query for outsourced databases. In Section 4, we present the experimental results for testing

the performance of the proposed methodology, and in Section 5 we give the conclusions.

2. Related work

In this section, we first summarize the scientific literature that is related to assignment query and the algorithms

for solving the assignment problem. We then review the location privacy-aware techniques for spatial databases.

2.1. Assignment query

In the literature, the assignment problem is also recognized as a bipartite matching problem [13,14]. The goal

is to assign N items to M other items by maximizing or minimizing an objective function. If assigning an item

to another item has a cost, then the problem is referred to as weighted assignment problem. The Hungarian

[15,16] and the successive shortest path (SSP) [17] algorithms are the most well-known algorithms for solving

the assignment problem. The lowest worst-case performance of these algorithms is O (V (E + V log V)), where

V is the number of vertexes and E is the number of edges. The most efficient algorithm for sparse flow networks

is the auction algorithm [18]. It is shown that the worst-case execution time of the auction algorithm is O (N

A log(N C)), where N is the total number of bidders, A is the total number of all person–object pairs, and

C is the maximum benefit [18]. Furthermore, the auction algorithm could be easily implemented in parallel,

synchronously, or asynchronously [19].

Konan et al. [20] proposed the assignment query to solve the assignment problem in moving object

databases. The proposed query should be used only for one-to-one matching, and the approximation algorithm

produces, in the worst case, 33% higher total cost when compared to the exact algorithms. Other authors

[21] extended the assignment query by including capacity constraints. In [21], the authors focused on static

data stored on the disks, assuming that the services have infinite coverage and solve the problem for fully

connected graphs. A recent study [22], presenting coverage and capacity-constrained optimal assignment query,

used a more realistic scenario, where points of interest have limited service regions. However, it used the SSP

algorithm with QuickMatch enhancements [23] to find the optimal assignment. It was experimentally shown

that the QuickMatch algorithm is slower than the auction algorithm [23].

None of the approaches mentioned above consider the location privacy or outsourced databases. To

the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that processes the assignment query blindly over the

transformed data.

2.2. Location privacy

2.2.1. Anonymity-based approaches

Identity protection and identification of seemingly anonymous users have been examined in various studies

in the literature [24,25]. Location [26,27] and trajectory [28] K-anonymity is a major privacy preservation
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paradigm for the protection of identity. K-anonymity protects the location information of a user by hiding

it among other K-1 user locations (which may include dummies). In the literature, many approaches based

on cloaking, K-anonymity, and dummies have been proposed to reduce the possibility of identifying a user’s

location [4,5,24,26–29].

Most of the anonymization approaches rely on a trusted intermediary party. This means that each

query should be directed to an anonymizer. Anonymizers increase the implementation and maintenance costs;

additionally, they may become a potential point of failure or security breach. Instead of using an anonymizer,

queries could be anonymized among the users in a decentralized manner [4,29]. In such an approach, each user

should trust all other users in the system. Therefore, anonymization-based approaches require a trusted party:

either a trusted intermediary or a trusted group of users. In general, any increase in the degree of location

privacy reduces service quality or accuracy. Furthermore, K-anonymity does not always work. For instance,

in an unpopulated area, the size of the cloaked region can be very large in order to include other K-1 users.

Even worse, there may not be enough subscribed users to the service to provide K-anonymity. On the other

hand, anonymization-based techniques are considerably efficient in terms of communication and computation

overhead [26].

2.2.2. Cryptographic-based approaches

Encryption-based approaches utilize secure multiparty computation schemes in order to blind the untrusted

party (i.e. the server or another user). The main advantage of encryption is its strong privacy guarantee.

Encryption algorithms use one-way functions, and it is almost impossible to decrypt the data without the

key. Cryptographic techniques do not suffer from privacy leaks of anonymization and transformation. The

challenge here is to execute the query efficiently over the encrypted data. Hacıgümüş et al. [7] proposed the

bucketing technique to overcome this problem. However, the communication and computational costs make

existing approaches unsuitable for location-based services in spatial databases. For example, in [8], the distance

between a query point and each point of interest (POI) must be both transferred and computed on the client.

2.2.3. PIR-based approaches

The aim of private information retrieval (PIR) is to get the ith record from an untrusted database, without

revealing i to the database. PIR requires private spatial indexes to be used by PIR operations for efficient spatial

query processing; therefore, the PIR scheme guarantees privacy. PIR methods can be divided into hardware-

based [10] and computational [11] methods. In general, R partitions the location space in order to index the

location data. In the literature, there are various one-dimensional or two-dimensional portioning techniques to

execute NN queries. For instance, [11] proposed Varonoi diagrams to support exact NN queries. Similar to

cryptographic approaches, PIR-based approaches do not suffer from the privacy leaks of the anonymization- or

transformation-based approaches. However, existing PIR protocols are still expensive in terms of computation

and communication costs, and they require a significant amount of resources. It has been argued that sending

the entire database to the client is more efficient when compared to the cost of privately retrieving items from

the database using existing PIR techniques [30].

2.2.4. Transformation-based approaches

Transformation-based approaches transform the queries and data to prevent the database server from learning

the location information of the user. In [31], Hilbert space-filling curves are utilized as one-way transformations.
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A transformation is one-way if the data can be easily transformed into single direction and cannot be reverse-

transformed in a reasonable time period without any additional information [31]. Both the users and POIs

are encoded using this transformation; consequently, the queries are evaluated in the transformed space. The

database server provides the transformed query results to the users, and then the users reverse the transformation

efficiently using a trapdoor. This trapdoor information is only known to the user and is hidden from the database

server. Although this method provides approximate results, the query efficiency is very high. Unfortunately, the

proposed transformation function does not apply to queries other than NN and KNN. Lin et al. [32] proposed

a distance-preserving transformation schema, but this requires trusted agents to transform the data or query.

A recent work [33] proposed a framework called SpaceTwist. This blinds the database server by incrementally

retrieving POIs from a fake location, which is called the anchor point. In [34,35], the space is partitioned, and

then a linear distinct transformation is applied to each partition. The proposed techniques are applied only

to range and KNN queries of the outsourced data and filter the false positives in the clients. Therefore, these

techniques incur high communication and computation costs to the clients. Transformation-based approaches

generally do not require a trusted third party for query processing. Furthermore, they can utilize existing

indexes to use nonprivacy-aware database servers, which makes them readily applicable to existing systems.

The main challenge for transformation-based techniques is maintaining distance properties while preventing

reverse transformations by the untrusted database server or an attacker. For this purpose, we propose a novel

transformation approach to encode the space by utilizing square spirals as one-way transformations. Our

technique does not use the processing power of the clients for query evaluation or for filtering the false positives.

Only a single result is sent to the client in order to minimize the communication and computation costs.

2.2.5. Square spirals and HG-tree

Square spirals start from the center of the squares and traverse all the outer squares while moving away. After

each loop or cycle, the spiral level increases by one. Square spirals are geometric entities used in the scientific

literature for various purposes. Our use of square spirals for privacy preservations and the associated algorithms

is unique, as explained in Section 3.

To store square spiral values, we use the SS-tree, as explained in Section 3. The SS-tree is a one-

dimensional R-tree. In the literature, we have such a tree in the Hilbert R-tree to store the largest Hilbert value

(LHV). A slight modification of the Hilbert R-tree is the HG-tree [36], which stores two types of Hilbert values,

the LHV and the smallest Hilbert value (SHV). The SS-tree is similar to the HG-tree, but stores SS values

rather than Hilbert values.

3. System model

In this section, we present the proposed privacy preservation technique and its application in outsourced capacity

and coverage-constrained assignment query processing when assigning vehicles (users) to the parking lots of an

organization.

In Figure 1, we have the event trace diagram of the complete system. Here rectangles represent the

various components of our proposed system. Directed horizontal lines represent the messages passed and their

directions. Time increases as you move down in the figure. In the offline phase, the locations and capacities

of all parking lots are transformed using two-dimensional to one-dimensional mapping with a transformation

key. The transformed data are then uploaded to the outsourced database management system (processing the

assignment query execution), which does not know the decryption key. All users (e.g., vehicle drivers) have
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tamper-resistant devices (clients), which store the decryption key but do not know the key themselves. The users

send the encrypted location, their ID, and their coverage region to the outsourced database management system

to request parking lots. For identity privacy, the clients may use random or fake ID numbers, as long as they are

unique in the system. The POIs send the encrypted location and available capacity updates to the outsourced

database management system; only updated values are sent to the system to reduce the communication cost.

The users that are located close to each other may have the same transformed location. In this case, those that

have the same transformed location are presented as a single user, which has a capacity that is equal to the

number of users in this location. The assignment query is executed when needed in the outsourced database

management system to assign users to the POIs. Each assigned user receives the encrypted location of the

assigned POI. The client then decrypts the encrypted location of the POI and displays it to the user.

Figure 1. System event trace diagram.

3.1. Assignment query

In this section, we will first define the problem associated with the assignment query.

Problem definition: We have a set of users U = {u1. . . un} and a set of POIs P = {p1. . . pm } . The cost

of assigning ui ∈ U to pj ∈ P is COSTuipj , which is the Euclidean distance between ui and pj . For each ui

and pj , the coverage radius is equal and represented as R . The capacity of a user ui is Cui and the capacity

of a POI pj is Cpj . As explained earlier, if there are users that are in the same encrypted location, they are

represented as a single user. The capacity of such a virtual user is equal to the total number of users in its

encrypted location.

Given:U ,P = n users and m POIs, Cui, Cpj = capacity of user ui and POI pj , and R = maximum

coverage radius for the POI or user.

Calculated: COSTuipj = cost of assigning a single capacity from user ui to POI pj . Cuipj = assigned

capacity from ui to pj . A = set of assigned pairs.
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Objective:

Minimize the total cost:
CuipjCOSTuipj∑

∀(ui,pj)∈A

Maximize the assigned capacity:
Cuipj∑

∀(ui,pj)∈A

Subject to:

User capacity limit:
m∑
j=1

Cuipj ≤Cui∀(ui, pj) ∈ A (1)

POI capacity limit:
n∑

i=1

Cuipj ≤Cpj∀(ui, pj) ∈ A (2)

Assigned capacity limit: 0 ≤ Cuipj ≤ min(Cui, Cpj) (3)

Coverage constraint: 0 ≤ COSTuipj ≤ COSTR (4)

Coverage radius is positive: 0 ≤ R (5)

This problem is a variant of the minimum cost flow (MCF) problem, which contains only integer flows.

Due to the coverage constraint, the bipartite graph becomes a sparse graph. The solution to this problem is the

answer to the capacity-constrained assignment query, which we refer to as ‘assignment query’ in the remainder

of this paper. The proposed assignment query for the outsource databases is represented as ASSIGN (U = set

of users, P = set of POIs, and A = output).

When the assignment query is started using the current database, the input candidate pairs for the

assignment are determined with respect to the coverage and capacity constraints. The assignment cost between

each candidate is calculated without revealing the locations. The following sections will provide further

explanation.

3.2. Square spiral encoding

For the square spiral (SS) encoding, we identify a two-dimensional to one-dimensional mapping function as a

one-way transformation and define the parameters of our mapping function as the trapdoor so that the query

results are decrypted quickly for the users. The trapdoor will only be provided to the clients to reverse the

encoded query result and retrieve the response in its original form. The users and POIs use the transformation

function to report their encrypted locations to the outsourced database server. Figure 2 illustrates the SS and

sequential encoding according to the traversal order of each square.

Figure 2. Square spiral space encoding.
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In the literature, the spirals take the form of curves, which start from the center and draw progressively

farther away as they revolve around the center. Square spirals start from the center of the squares and traverse

all the outer squares while drawing away. After each loop or cycle, the spiral level increases by one. This level

is similar to the radius of a square, which is centered at the starting point of the square spiral.

A square spiral where only prime numbers are visualized is called a Ulam spiral. Ulam used a square

spiral to visualize the prime numbers and discovered that they form straight lines in some areas [37]. For

example, 4x2 − 2x + 41 forms a straight line in a square spiral and is equivalent to Euler’s prime generating

polynomial x2 − x+ 41 when x is replaced by 2x .

The most interesting feature of square spirals is how they preserve the relative distance after transforma-

tions with satisfactory values when used in location-based services. This property is well suited to our problem,

since we are interested in addressing the assignment query in a transformed space. Furthermore, there is a

relationship between the square spiral values (SS-values) and their geometric layout. The encoded values of

the squares that have the same direction according to the starting point satisfy the same function as shown in

Figure 3a. The equations of those eight functions for eight different directions are given in Figure 3b.

Figure 3. Square spiral functions: a) geometric layout, b) functions, c) M ij and coordinates.

Let M00 be the starting square and the center of the square spiral, as illustrated in Figure 3c. Let other

squares be labeled as M ij with respect to M00 . Subscript i is the horizontal index and j is the vertical index in

the coordinate system.

Mij(SS − value) =



A(0) = B(0) = ... = H(0) = 1 i = j = 0

A(i) j = 0, 0 < i

B(i) i = −j > 0

C(−j) i = 0, 0 > j

D(−i) i = j < 0

E(−i) j = 0, 0 > i

F (j) i = −j < 0

G(j) i = 0, 0 < j

H(j) i = j > 0
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For example, squares encoded 2 and 11 in Figure 2 are in the right direction of the starting square encoded 1

and satisfy the function A(x) = 4x2 − 3x + 1, where x is the level of the square spiral. The level of a square

spiral is defined as x = max ( | i | , | j |) for the square M ij . Number 2 is in the first level and is obtained by

substituting x with 1 in function A(x). Similarly, number 11 is in the second level and is found by substituting

x with 2 in function A(x). Figure 3 shows the square spiral functions and the geometric layout.

Square spiral transformation is a one-way function and cannot be reversed without the decryption

key. The square spiral starting point (X0, Y0), spiral orientation θ , spiral direction (SD), and spiral scale

factor Γ jointly form the transformation key. We name the key ‘spiral decryption key’ (SDK), where SDK =

{X0, Y0, θ, SD,Γ} . Thus, an attacker who does not know this key must try all possible combinations of the

square spiral parameters. The reverse transformation of square spiral values to obtain the original points is

computationally very difficult, as shown in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 If each square spiral parameter is defined by p number of bits, then the algorithm complexity of

an exhaustive search to reveal the transformation key is O(24p) .

Proof The approach we use in this proof is similar to that given in [6] for the Hilbert curve transformation.

We first consider the square spiral’s starting point (X0 , Y0). The exact values of both X0 andY0 are required

to determine the key accurately. However, finding the exact values of both X0 and Y0 in a continuous space is

theoretically impossible.

On the other hand, in practice, the attacker could generate a very fine grid to guess X0 and Y0 . Let us

assume that an attacker’s best guess (X ′
0 , Y

′
0) is located very close to (X0 ,Y0). In such a case, it is possible

to generate the same SS-values for the known POIs using (X ′
0 , Y

′
0) as the starting point. However, the entire

coordinate space should be exhaustively searched to obtain a very close approximate value of the starting point.

If a location is defined by p bit coordinates, then 2p different values can be produced on each axis. This means

2p× 2p values should be evaluated by the attacker to find a very close approximate value of the starting point.

Finding the square spiral orientation (θ) is similar to finding the starting point. If θ is defined by q bits, 2q

different possible values of θ could be generated as a square spiral orientation. The square spiral scale factor

Γ is a continuous number in a range from 0 to 1. Similarly, when Γis defined by r bits, 2r values should be

generated between 0 and 1 to guess Γ. The square spiral direction determines the traversal order of the squares.

For N different square spiral direction values, 2p × 2p × 2q × 2r × N elements become candidates. At first,

N << 2p , and if each parameter is represented by p bits, then the brute force search complexity is O(24p).

Theorem 2 The difference between the largest SS-value of a level n and the largest SS-value of one level below

(n− 1) is 8n .

Proof The largest SS-value of the square spiral can be formulated as (2n + 1)2 = 4n2 + 4n + 1, for each

n = 0, 1, 2. . . . The largest SS-value in the lower level is calculated for n = n − 1, and the difference gives the

result (2n + 1)2 − (2(n − 1) + 1)2 = (4n2 + 4n + 1) − (4n2 − 4n + 1) = 8n . As is clearly seen, the difference

between the largest SS-values is 8n . This is used in the algorithm to calculate the distance to the center of the

square spiral and the angle with the center point for any given SS-value.
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3.3. Square spiral encoding algorithm phases

As explained earlier, the complexity of a brute-force attack to find the transformation key of the square spiral

is O(24p), where each parameter is represented by p number of bits. The square spiral encryption is strong

enough; however, the SDK should be updated regularly to increase security and prevent brute force attacks.

When clients obtain these parameters, they start to construct the square spiral from (X0 , Y0). After the

square spiral is constructed, each visited point can be encrypted using the encryption function E, which maps

points (Px , Py) to SS-values (SS-value) = E(Px , Py). Similarly, any received data can be decrypted using the

decryption function D, which returns the geometric center point (Px , Py) of the region, which is represented

by the SS-value (PxPy) = D (SS-value). The outsourced database management system does not have any

information about the square spiral parameters. The encryption and decryption operations can be performed

only in clients using the SDK. Only the SS-values of the POIs are indexed for efficient retrieval. For this reason,

the size of the database is not dependent on the number of users, but rather only on the number of POIs. The

SS-values of the POIs are stored in a B+-like tree due to efficient insertion, retrieval, and removal capabilities.

In the proposed structure, all keys are intervals, as in an HG-tree [36]. We adapted the HG-tree to square

spirals to store SS-values and named it the SS-tree.

The SS-tree is composed of leaf and internal nodes. A leaf or internal node may have a variable number

of entries. However, the maximum number of entries is constant. Leaf node entries are in the form of (oid,

SS-value), where oid is the primary key in the database and the SS-value is the square spiral encoded value for

the spatial data. Internal node entries are in the form of (ptr, I), where ptr points to the child node, and I is

the smallest interval on the square spiral that covers all regions of the lower node and is called the minimum

bounding interval (MBI). In order to define the MBI, two SS-values are required as the start and end points: I

= (SS-value1, SS-value2), where SS-value1 and SS-value2 are the start and end points, respectively.

Figure 4 illustrates the SS-tree data structure and geometric layout. The root node of the SS-tree is node

n, which has two internal child nodes, n1 and n2 . Node n1 contains a pointer to the inner leaf nodes and

interval I2 , which starts with the minimum SS-value (20) and ends with the maximum SS-value (23) of the

child leaf nodes. Each leaf node contains an oid and the corresponding SS-value.

Figure 4. SS-tree data structure.
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The online query processing phase has three steps: determining candidate pairs, calculating the assign-

ment costs, and assigning users to POIs. At first, the outsourced database management system determines the

POIs that have a user in their coverage region by searching the SS-tree index. If a POI is in the coverage region

of a user, then this user and POI is an assignment candidate pair. Some users may not take place in a candidate

pair if there is no POI in their coverage. After the candidate pairs are determined, the next step is to calculate

the assignment costs of the candidate pairs. Various cost computation algorithms are used in an assignment

query. In our implementation, we use the Euclidean distance between the user and POI as a cost function. In

order to determine the Euclidean distance between SS-values, the radius and angle to the center point must

be computed first. Therefore, the outsourced database management system computes the radius and angle to

the center of the spiral for the POIs and users. The database is able to perform this computation for any

given SS-value without any knowledge related to SDK = {X0 , Y0 , θ, SD,Γ} , using the following Algorithm 1.

Please note that the radius is not the distance to the center but rather the level that the square spiral value

belongs to.

Algorithm 1 Calculate the radius and angle of a given SS-value.

1: calculateRadiusAndAngle (x = SS-value) {
2: if (x ≤ 1) then return (0, 0);

3: y = 1; radius = 1;

4: while x > y loop y+ = 8× radius; radius++; end loop;

5: angle = 45 −(y − x)× (45 / radius);

6: return (radius, angle); }

When the angle and radius of two SS-values are known, then the distance is calculated using the cosine

theorem. In a triangle, if we know the length of two sides and the angle between them, then we can calculate

the length of the third side using the cosine theorem.

In Figure 5, the radius of point A is RA and the radius of point B is RB . The angle between the

central x-axis and |OA| is α + β , where β is the angle between the central x-axis and |OB| . The distance

to the starting point O is determined with the radius and the angle with the central x-axis. This distance is

represented by L and is maximized at the corners when the angle is 45◦ , 135◦ , 225◦ , and 315◦ .

Figure 5. Distance calculation.
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L =

{
R

| cos θ| , if | tan θ| ≤ 1
R

| sin θ| , if | tan θ| > 1

Distance D between points A and B is calculated with the cosine theorem as D(A,B)=
√
L2
A+L2

B−2LALB cosα .√(
r1

cos (A)

)2

+
(

r2
cos (B)

)2

−2
(

r1
cos (A)

)(
r2

cos (B)

)
cos ( |A−B| )

For example, in order to find the distance between SS-value 3 and SS-value 13, the calculateRadiusAn-

dAngle function is executed with arguments 3 and 13 and it returns (1, –225) and (2, –225), respectively. The

distance between them, according to the cosine theorem, is 1.

Once we get the assignment costs, encrypted locations, and identities of the users and POIs, the auction

algorithm computes the optimal assignment in parallel. The details of the parallel auction algorithm are

described in Section 3.5. At the end, we list the assigned pairs with the SS-values. Each client receives the

corresponding POI identity and SS-value. SS-values are decrypted by the client using SDK as the trapdoor.

Finally, users obtain the location of the POI without revealing their locations to the untrusted database server.

3.4. Approximation

The approximation is performed only in the transformation phase. The scale of the smallest square can be

changed according to the square spiral parameters. The assignment algorithm always uses the center of the

square in distance calculations. Thus, we are able to control the approximation with parameter Γ. The upper

bound of the error in fully connected assignment graphs, where the assignment leaves unassigned users, if every

POI is fully utilized, is given in [15]. In our case, we additionally consider the service coverage distance. Thus,

the number of assigned pairs is at most A , where A ≤ min(
∑

∀u∈U Cu,
∑

∀p∈P Cp).

Figure 6 illustrates the user or POI locations in the squares. As defined in Section 3.2, Γ is the scale

factor of the square spiral, which is the length of each square .The diagonal of each square is fixed and equal to

δ , which is equal to Γ
√
2. The approximation is a result of the square spiral encoding. This is because, after

the encoding, the user or POI locations are represented at the center of the square and the square capacity

equals the total capacity of the objects inside.

Figure 6. Approximation in square spiral encoding.

Let us assume that Mopt is the optimum assignment when all points are in their exact positions. Let us

assume γ= min(
∑

∀u∈U Cu,
∑

∀p∈P Cp). For all assigned pairs, the assignment cost will increase at most by

γ.δ. This gives us M ′ ≤ Mopt+γ.δ . However, M ′ may not be the optimal matching for U ′ and P ′ , which gives
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us M ′
opt ≤ M ′ ≤ Mopt + γ.δ . When we replace all the points to the center of the small squares, the assignment

cost for all assigned pairs will increase at most by γ.δ . Thus, we come up with M ≤ Mopt +2.γ.δ . As a result,

the upper bound of the assignment error is bounded by 2.γ.δ .

3.5. Assignment algorithm

We say that a user is in the coverage of the POI if the user is in the square region centered in the POI and the

radius is equal to or smaller than the coverage distance. In the real world, the coverage distances are limited,

such that the bipartite matching graph turns into a sparse graph.

There are several algorithms proposed for capacity-constrained assignment problems, and the auction

algorithm is the most efficient algorithm for sparse graphs. Furthermore, it may be adapted to efficient parallel

or distributed execution. For these reasons, we adopted the auction algorithm to execute the optimal assignment
query.

In the auction algorithm, there are bidders and objects. Each object has its own price, which increases

with the bids. The benefit bij is the result of matching bidder i to object j , with the aim of maximizing the

total benefit
∑n

k=1 bijk . In the first round, the price of all objects is 0, and each bidder makes bids for all the

objects. The winner of the round sets the new price of this object to make it less attractive to other competitors.

In the next round, bidders increase their bids and compete for the object. If there is a new winner, then it sets

the new price. This iterative process continues until all objects or bidders are assigned.

In our implementation, we defined the user as the bidder, the POI as the object, and benefit bij as the

inverse value of the distance between the user and POI. Moreover, we considered the coverage constraint to

ensure that users only make bids to the POIs that are in their coverage. We also eliminated the users and points

that cannot be assigned in the beginning to increase efficiency by reducing the total number of elements in the

assignment problem.

Our algorithm (Algorithm 2) has two phases. The first is the preparation phase, and the second is

the bidding phase for the capacity-constrained parallel auction algorithm. The original algorithm maximizes

the assignment cost. However, by reversing the costs and prices, we changed the algorithm to minimize the

assignment cost. Moreover, we eliminated the users and points that cannot be assigned in the assignment

preparation phase at lines 1 and 2. This pruning strategy increases efficiency by reducing the total number of

elements in the assignment problem.

We used the Jacobi parallelization [19], where each processor is responsible for handling the bidding

calculations for one unassigned user at a time. Therefore, a thread-safe global FIFO queue (Q) was used. All

unassigned users were added to Q at line 5 of the assignment preparation phase. In the bidding phase, each

thread polls the head of the Q(line 2) and handles the bidding calculations at lines 8 and 9. The price of

the POIs and their winners queue are in the shared memory. However, the bid calculations can be made on

out-of-date POI prices in the parallel auction algorithm. When there is more than one thread that makes a

bid to the same POI, then they are evaluated sequentially at line 8. The auction algorithm does not use any

approximation; it returns the exact result with an average performance of O(NAlog(N)) [28], where A is the

number of assigned pairs and N is the number of users.

4. Experimental results

In the experiments, we generated sets of mobile users U and stationary POIs P with different cardinalities

such as N and M . The locations of users and POIs are randomly generated in [0: 1000]2 space, according

to uniform or Gaussian distributions with several standard deviations. In default settings, the location of the
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Algorithm 2 Capacity and coverage constraint assignment parallel algorithm.

Variables: U ,P = n users and m POIs; Cu i , Cp j = capacity of user ui and POI pj ; Cu ipj = assigned

capacity from ui to pj ; Q = thread-safe global FIFO queue that has all unassigned users.

Assignment preparation phase:

1: If (Cpi = 0) then eliminate(pi);//Eliminate all points with no capacity.

//Eliminate all users with no capacity or no point in their coverage.

2: If (Cni = 0 OR ni .getNumberOfCandidates() = 0) then eliminate(ui);

3: For all users u ∈ U do in parallel//Calculate assignment costs for each point in the coverage.

3: ni .calculateAssignmentCostsWithCandidatePOIs()

4: add ni to Q

5: loop;

6: For all POI p ∈P do

7: pj .initializePrice();

8: loop;

//Wait for all threads to complete the preparation phase.

Bidding phase:

9: While (Q ̸= ∅) do in parallel threads.

10: ni = Q.pollHead();

11: if (Cni = 0) {eliminate(ni); Go to line 2;} // No user to assign, continue with next.

12: pj = ni .findMaxBenefitPOI();//Find the lowest cost + price POI in the coverage.

13: If (pj == ∅) {eliminate(ni); Go to line 2;} // No POI to assign, continue with next.

14: //for each unassigned capacity of ni

15: For(k=0;k < Cui −
m∑
j=1

Cuipj ;k++) do

16: Bidk = ui .makeBid() ;

17: pj .processBids(Bidk , ni);

18: loop;

19: loop;

Processing bids:

1: processBids(Bidk , ni , pj.){
2: //Assume that Bid l is the lowest bid in the winners queue and nl is the owner of Bid l

3: if (
n∑

i=1

Cuipj <Cpj) {//if pj has available capacity.

4: Add Bidk of ni to winners queue of pj ; Cni –; }

5: if (
n∑

i=1

Cuipj ==Cpj) {//if pj is full, add Bidk of ni to winners queue of pj ;

6: pj .setPrice(Bid l + ε); Cni –; }

7: if (
n∑

i=1

Cuipj >Cpj) {//If capacity limit of pj is exceeded.

8: Add Bidk of ni to winners queue of pj ; Poll Bid l from the winners queue of pj ;

9: pj .setPrice(Bid l + ε); Cni –; Re-add the user nl to Q; Cnl ++; }
10: }
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users is generated by a Gaussian distribution, which has standard deviation σ that is equal to 0.2, multiplied

by the shortest path length to the furthest node from the center and mean at the center of the coordinate

system. This model may simulate a crowded city center during working hours. M POIs are generated by a

uniform distribution with equal POI capacities Cp and radius R . A user should be in the coverage radius of

POI in order to get assigned. More than one user can be assigned to the POI as long as its capacity Cp is not

exceeded. Cu is used to model a system where multiple users are at the same location.

Unless otherwise stated, the number of users N is 100 (K) and the number of POIs M is 1000. We

repeated each simulation 50 times and reported the average of the observed values. All experiments were

implemented in Java and executed on an Intel Core 2 Duo P7550 dual-core 2.26 GHz machine with 4 GB of

memory. For comparison purposes, we executed a multicore simulation in an Intel Xeon L5410 two quad-core

2.33 GHz machine with 8 GB of memory. In what follows, we provide a summary of our experimental results.

In Figure 7, we measure the CPU time used by the assignment under various user cardinalities N . The

processing time increases with an increase in the number of users. However, the increase is not linear, and it

slows down because a lower M/N ratio implies that most assignments are performed locally.

In Figure 8, we vary the number of POIs and M , and we plot the CPU time graph. The number of

alternatives for a user increases with an increase in the total number of POIs. Searching for a maximum benefit

POI in a large candidate list is relatively slow, so the CPU time increases with an increase in M .

Figure 7. CPU time vs. user cardinality N. Figure 8. CPU time vs. POI cardinality M.

The user capacity (the number of users at the same location represented as a single user, instead of

different users) increases the performance more than 100% for a total number of users greater than 300,000.

As for the effect of the coverage radius R on the performance, when the coverage radius increases, the

number of potential matches increases and the problem becomes harder.

To measure the performance of the algorithm when there are multiple processors, we performed the test

in two separate machines: Core 2 Duo, which has a single dual core processor, and Xeon Quad-Core, which has

two quad-core processors. We obtained the best result (40% increase in performance) with Core 2 Duo. Xeon

has a high-performance increase when there are two processors, because two cores are selected from the same

physical processor in order to use the shared cache. When there are 3 processors, the cache mismatches and

context-switching increases the running time. However, the performance continually decreases when there are

more than three processors, since the benefit of parallelism is higher than the synchronization cost.

Memory usage increases linearly with the number of POIs. For example, for 200 POIs, the SS-tree uses

250 KB of storage space.
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We examined the displacement due to the unit square spiral length parameter Γ and calculated the

average distance of the users to the center of the square they belong to. The displacement increases linearly

with the unit square spiral length Γ.

We also compared the efficiency of the square spiral transformation with a widely used and efficient

encryption scheme, the data encryption standard (DES). In the experiments, DES caused 52% delay in execution

time and required 75% more space for the encrypted data. Furthermore, when the database could not execute

the location query over the encrypted data, then the database sent all encrypted locations of POIs to the

client. This multiplies the communication cost by M times, where M is the number of POIs. In this case,

the client should decrypt the location of POIs and then execute the query by themselves; this multiplies the

decryption cost by M times again. As a result, the fully encrypted method suffers from high communication

and computation costs and is much less efficient than our proposed method.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel method to protect location privacy not only for static local queries but also

for dynamic global queries such as assignment queries. Our main contribution is the introduction of a location

privacy-aware method. The proposed method does not require any trusted third party or intermediary. It uses

square spiral encoding to provide privacy and to preserve some of the spatial properties. Our contributions

may be summarized as follows: efficient implementation of capacity and coverage-constrained assignment query

on outsourced databases; a novel spatial transformation strategy (square spiral encoding) to achieve privacy

efficiently for approximate query results; and adapting the idea of the HG-tree [36], which is implemented for

the Hilbert curves to the square spirals, and introducing the SS-tree. In future research, the proposed method

can be adapted to other location-based queries such as KNN or range queries.
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